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This paper describes the adaptation approach of reusable knowledge representation components used in the KSM environment for
the formulation and operationalisation of structured knowledge models. Reusable knowledge representation components in KSM are
called primitives of representation. A primitive of representation provides: (1) a knowledge representation formalism (2) a set of
tasks that use this knowledge together with several problem-solving methods to carry out these tasks (3) a knowledge acquisition
module that provides different services to acquire and validate this knowledge (4) an abstract terminology about the linguistic
categories included in the representation language associated to the primitive. Primitives of representation usually are domain
independent. A primitive of representation can be adapted to support knowledge in a given domain by importing concepts from this
domain. The paper describes how this activity can be carried out by mean of a terminological importation. Informally, a
terminological importation partially populates an abstract terminology with concepts taken from a given domain. The information
provided by the importation can be used by the acquisition and validation facilities to constraint the classes of knowledge that can be
described using the representation formalism according to the domain knowledge. KSM provides the LINK-S language to specify
terminological importation from a domain terminology to an abstract one. These terminologies are described in KSM by mean of
the CONCEL language. Terminological importation is used to adapt reusable primitives of representation in order to increase the
usability degree of such components in these domains.  In addition, two primitives of representation can share a common vocabulary
by importing common domain CONCEL terminologies (conceptual vocabularies). It is a necessary condition to make possible the
interoperability between different, heterogeneous knowledge representation components in the framework of complex knowledge -
based architectures.
1. Introduction
The use of software components has gained an increasing interest in the last years. The modern
programming environments gives the possibility of building a great part of the application by selecting,
configuring and assembling reusable, pre-existing building blocks. The KSM environment is a knowledge
modelling and knowledge – based system construction framework that includes the idea of an extensible
library of reusable knowledge representation components to give support to the operationalisation of
knowledge models. The basic assumptions of the KSM approach to formulate and to operationalise
structured knowledge models can be summarised in the following points:
• Models are structured in terms of bodies of expertise called NQRZOHGJHDUHDV. A knowledge area can
be decomposed by mean of other knowledge areas.
• The leaves of this hierarchy of knowledge areas (the so – called SULPDU\NQRZOHGJHDUHDV) can be
associated to basic representation components called SULPLWLYHV RI UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ. Primitives of
representation provide the mechanisms for encoding the domain knowledge associated to each
primary area and the basic inference tasks to be carried out using this knowledge.
• Primary knowledge areas can share a basic domain terminology, which is described in terms of
FRQFHSWXDOYRFDEXODULHV, to ensure the consistency between their knowledge.
A primitive of representation can be understood as a reusable knowledge representation component,
which is selected from a library, in order to provide a symbolic representation for operationalising a piece
of domain knowledge. This component includes a declarative way of describing the knowledge associated
to a given knowledge body. Simultaneously a primitive of representation can provide a set of inference
mechanisms optimised for the formalism. From this viewpoint, to build structured knowledge models in
the KSM framework can be largely viewed as assembling and configuring reusable components in a
component oriented programming environment.
The use of local, unrelated modules to capture the different bodies of knowledge in a given domain
requires some mechanisms to ensure the consistence between the terminology used in each module, yet
preserving the domain independent nature of the primitives of representation. The main aim of this paper
is to show how this consistence can be achieved by using the conceptual vocabularies associated to the
primary knowledge areas. When a primitive of representation is selected to support the knowledge of a
primary knowledge area, it is supposed to LPSRUW some of the conceptual vocabularies associated with the
primary area. The paper establishes the idea of FRQFHSWXDO YRFDEXODU\ LPSRUWDWLRQ as a WHUPLQRORJLFDO
LPSRUWDWLRQprocess: concepts from the terminologies associated to the different primary areas involved in
the model are LPSRUWHG into the DEVWUDFWWHUPLQRORJ\ associated to the linguistic concepts managed by the
primitive of representation.  So, the paper is structured as follows. Section two is an overview of the KSM
environment for the formulation and operationalisation of structured knowledge models. Section three
describes the idea of a primitive of representation as reusable, domain – independent, knowledge
representation component. Section four introduces the CONCEL language used in KSM to describe
terminologies.  Section five describes the theory of adapting primitives of representation by mean of an
importation of conceptual vocabularies. Section six describes the LINK-S language, which provides the
mechanisms to express the importation of terminologies, used in KSM to associate primitives of
representation to primary areas. Section seven drafts an example illustrating the ideas introduced in the
paper. Section eight compares terminological importation with related approaches. Section nine describes
some conclusions and future work.
2. The KSM environment
KSM (Knowledge Structured Manager) [Cuena,Molina,94; Cuena,Molina,97] is a software environment
supporting an approach for the formulation and operationalisation of structured knowledge models. To
formulate a knowledge model in KSM three main perspectives are defined:
• The knowledge area perspective, which plays the role of central structure of the model as a structured
collection of knowledge bodies.
• The task perspective, that describes the problem - solving behaviour of the model.
• The vocabulary perspective, which includes the basic terms shared by several knowledge models.
The knowledge - area perspective is used for presenting a general image of the model where each module
represents what is called NQRZOHGJHDUHD. In general, a knowledge area identifies a body of expertise that
explains a certain problem - solving behaviour of an intelligent agent. Typically, a knowledge area is
associated to a professional skill, a qualification or speciality of an expert. For instance, in a medical
domain there could be knowledge areas such as infectious diseases, therapies, heart diseases, etc. The
whole knowledge model is a hierarchical structure of knowledge areas in such way that there is a top -
level area representing the entire model. This area is divided (using the SDUWRI relation) into other more
detailed sub-areas that, in their turn, are divided into other simpler areas and so on, developing the whole
hierarchy. A bottom level area is called SULPDU\ NQRZOHGJH DUHD and corresponds to an elementary
module that may be operationalised by using basic software building blocks.
Knowledge areas are not passive modules but they provide different services represented by a set of tasks.
The task perspective presents a functional description for each task using a tree of task-method-subtasks.
A WDVN is a goal than can be achieved by knowing about a certain knowledge area. The task receives a set
of input data and generates a set of output data as a reasoning result. Examples of tasks are: medical
diagnosis of a patient, assignment of a set of offices to a group of people, design of the machinery of an
elevator and mineral classification. The PHWKRG describes how to carry out the task by using a particular
problem - solving strategy. Examples of methods are: establish-and-refine, propose-and-revise, generate-
and-test, and heuristic classification. In KSM methods are formulated using a particular language called
LINK [Molina et al, 98]. This language allows the description of the lines of reasoning of problem
solving methods with two main parts: the data flow section and the control flow section (where
production rules are used to establish the execution order of sub-tasks).
Finally, the vocabulary perspective is formulated by mean of a set of components called conceptual
vocabularies. A FRQFHSWXDOYRFDEXODU\ defines a basic terminology used by several knowledge areas. A
vocabulary defines a partial view including the basic terms that are common to different knowledge
bases. In KSM vocabularies are formulated using a particular description language called CONCEL,
which will be described in a subsequent section in this paper.
The structure of knowledge-areas, task and vocabularies is called JHQHULF model, given that it is general
and reusable. To develop a model for a particular domain the developer creates a quasi-isomorphic
structure of knowledge areas specialised in the domain as an instantiation of the general description. For
each generic knowledge area there will be one or more domain knowledge-areas, following the same
relation established by the generic model. The developer particularises the domain structure writing
particular knowledge bases, creates domain conceptual vocabularies and she may also redefine at the
domain level that generic control knowledge defined in methods using the LINK language.
The previous model is LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ  LQGHSHQGHQW  (i.e it must be operationalised by using
computational constructs that produce the executable version on the computer). In order to do so, it is
necessary either to translate the model into an executable version by applying methods in software
engineering, or to use high level reusable knowledge representation components that implement basic
problem - solving techniques. In KSM the second solution is adopted by using the concept of SULPLWLYHRI
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ. This kind of components can be associated to primary knowledge areas in order to give
support to the representation of their knowledge together with the basic inference processes using this
knowledge. This association requires an DGDSWDWLRQstep as it is discussed in the next section.
3. The primitive of representation and its adaptation
The KSM environment provides an extensible library of primitives of representation to provide the means
of describing the domain knowledge associated to the primary knowledge areas together with a set of
inference tasks which can be associated with the tasks in the primary areas. The concept of primitive of
representation as a reusable building block to built knowledge – based and conventional applications is
detailed in [Molina et al, 97].
Briefly, a primitive of representation can be viewed as a pair <L, T>, where L is a representation
language and T ≡ {Ti} is a set of inference tasks that can be performed with the sentences written in the
language L. For instance, a possible primitive of representation can be a UXOH EDVHG primitive, with a
language to represent production rules, and a task GHGXFWLRQ to perform inference in a given set of rules.
Furthermore each task Ti is described in terms of a set I ≡ {Ii} of LQSXWV UROHV, and a set O ≡ {Oi} of
RXWSXW UROHV. Each input role describes the dynamic information required for the task to achieve its
inference goal, and the outputs roles are a description of the information generated as the result of such a
inference. For instance, GHGXFWLRQ in the UXOHEDVHG primitive could have as input roles a set of LQLWLDO
IDFWV to be considered in the inference process, and a set of JRDOV which would be proved or refuted using
the initial facts and the set of rules written in the primitive’s language. As output role this task could have
the set of GHULYHGIDFWV.
To achieve inferences, a set Mi ≡ {Mij} of LQIHUHQFHPHWKRGV must be associated to each task Ti. For
instance, two possible methods could be associated to the GHGXFWLRQtask: IRUZDUGFKDLQLQJ and EDFNZDUG
FKDLQLQJ. In addition to the solution for their associated tasks, the inference methods are supposed to
support explanatory capabilities about their solutions. Such capabilities require an abstract description of
the dynamic behaviour of the method in order to provide understandable explanations. It is not needed a
complete description of such behaviour (the complete description is the implementation of the method!).
Instead, a set of abstract milestone states of the dynamic can be provides under the assumption that the
explanation is given in terms of instances of such states.
The conceptual structure of a primitive of representation is sketched in Figure 1. The elements of such
description are the following:
• A module oriented to give support to knowledge acquisition and validation in terms of the
representation language. Such a module could include several acquisition methods such as one based
on direct knowledge editing, several types of machine learning, modules providing translation from
reusable ontologies, etc.
• A set of tasks and the associated inference methods, as described previously.
• A set of internal information structures that give support to the different activities of the primitive.
Such activities includes recording internal representations of the sentences written in the languages,
storing internal results produced by the execution of the inference methods and supporting the
creation of contexts oriented to support the non deterministic execution of the inference methods.
Figure 1. Structure of a primitive of representation. The main parts of the primitive are: a
knowledge representation formalism, a set of tasks and inference methods, a knowledge
acquisition module with several acquisition and validation services, a set of internal structures to
give computational support to the primitive, and an abstract terminology about the linguistic
categories of the representation formalism.
• A description of the DEVWUDFW WHUPLQRORJ\ related to the representation language supplied with the
primitive. This terminology is involved with the linguistic categories included in the language. For
example, a language about production rules could include linguistic categories about concepts used in
a rule precondition or a rule action, attributes of these concepts, and associated domains for their
values. This abstract terminology could be viewed as a set of knowledge roles to be filled with
domain dependent terms. If the rule - based primitive was applied in the formulation of knowledge
about rules relating symptoms with diseases in a clinical domain, the abstract FRQFHSWV could be
related with specific symptoms and diseases, and the abstract DWWULEXWHV could be associated to
domain features of these symptoms and diseases. Knowledge acquisition and validation facilities
could use these associations to constrain the feasible values used in the formulation of the rules.
Furthermore, a commitment about the vocabulary used by several domain independent, isolated
primitives can be obtained defining a proper association between their abstract terminologies and a
shared domain one. This commitment is necessary to provide interoperability between these
components, as sketched in Figure 2.
The explicit incorporation of the abstract terminology containing the linguistic categories of the
representation language is the starting point to adapt the component in a given domain. For instance, a
primitive oriented to the representation of clinical rules could be obtained from a generic rule based
primitive establishing a right association with the appropriate domain vocabulary.  On the other hand, the
adaptation of the primitive for representing knowledge bodies in other domains can be achieved using
different associations. For instance, the UXOHEDVHG primitive can be adapted to represent rules about the
identification of situations in a traffic domain associating traffic detectors to rule precondition concepts,
detector measures to rule precondition attributes, and traffic situations to rule post-conditions concepts.
Similarly, a IUDPH EDVHG primitive with an abstract terminology in terms of frame names, slots, slot
attributes and slot domains could be adapted in the clinical domain or in the control traffic domain. In
both domains this primitive could give support to represent associations of control policies to problematic
situations. In the clinical domain, it could be accomplished by associating frame names with diseases,
slots with medicines, and attributes with administration intervals and amount of medicine to be submitted
to the patient. In the traffic domain, frame names could be mapped into traffic situations, slots into control
devices, and attributes into the state of such devices. Because diseases in the clinical diagnose rules are
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the same that diseases in the therapy patterns, and traffic situations in the traffic identification rules are
the same that the situations associated to the frames in the control plans, there is an agreement between
the vocabularies used by both primitives. This agreement is a necessary condition to achieve the
interoperability of both components.  The next sections describe how these ideas can be carried out into
the KSM framework.
Figure 2.  The association of concrete terminologies with abstract ones establish the common
vocabulary between primitives. This terminological agreement is a necessary requirement to be
met in order to achieve the interoperability between the knowledge representation components.
4. The CONCEL language for the description of conceptual vocabularies
The association of abstract terminologies and specific ones requires, first at all, an appropriate formalism
to describe such terminologies. For this purpose, KSM provides with a special language called CONCEL.
The main CONCEL construct is the so – called FRQFHSW. A concept can be either a class of entities in the
universe of discourse (a FRQFHSW FODVV) or a specific entity (a FRQFHSW LQVWDQFH). Concept instances are
derived from a concept class by mean of the instance of construct. In addition, a concept class can
be derived from a (unique) super-class using the subclass of construct. There is a root of the class
hierarchy called concept. A class can not be a (direct or indirect) super-class of itself. Duplicate names
of concepts are forbidden as well.
Concepts have associated DWWULEXWHV. Attributes associated to classes have associated a GRPDLQ and,
optionally, a default value. The domains in CONCEL can be DQ\ERROHDQ, QXPHULF, a numericalLQWHUYDO,
an HQXPHUDWLRQ of strings or LQVWDQFH RI &, where C is the name of a concept class. A subclass can
redefine an attribute if the associated domain HQWDLOV the domain in the redefinition according to the
following rules:
• All domain G entails itself.
• $Q\ entails to all domain G.
• 1XPHULF entails all numerical intervals.
• A numerical interval entails all its subintervals.
• An enumeration entails all its sub-enumerations.
• An LQVWDQFHRI& domain entails all domains of the form LQVWDQFHRI6, where S is a subclass of C.
The default values can be redefined elsewhere. Default values and values in instances can be either single
values and set - valued values (in both case the consistence between values and domains is mandatory).
Figure 3 shows the syntax of the CONCEL language.  Figure 4 shows a (very simplified) CONCEL
definition related with general terminology in a traffic domain.
Figure 3. CONCEL syntax. The notation used is EBNF-like. | denotes alternatives, [ ] optional
constructions, { } 0 - ∞ iteration, and { }+ 1 - ∞ iteration. Non terminal symbols are written in
  	

 (with the first letter capitalised), classes of terminal symbols in   	
  (with the first
letter no capitalised), and particular terminal symbols enclosed into ’ ’.
The CONCEL semantic is derived from the intended meaning of the syntax in a straightforward manner.
Firstly the attributes associated with a concept, and the values associated with these attributes are defined.
The attributes and values associated with an instance I are defined as:
(1) For each clause D = Y in the definition of I, I has associated the attribute D with the value Y.
(2) Let C the class of I. If D is associated with C, being Y its value in the association, and it is not possible
to associate D with I according to (1), D is associated to I with value Y.
The attributes associated to a class and the values of the association are defined as follow:
(1) There are not attributes associated with concept.
(2) Let C a class. If in its definition there is a clause of the type DG Y,D is associated to C with Y as
value.
(3) Let C a class and C’ its super-class. If D is associated to C’ with value Y and it is not possible to
associate D to C according to (2), D is associated to C with value Y.
(4) Let C a class. If in its definitions there is a clause of the type DG and it is not possible to associate D
to C according to (2) or (3), D is associated to C with value ⊥, where ⊥ denotes an XQNQRZQvalue.
Then, the denotations of values, attributes and concepts are defined according to a universe of discourse
U, given by a set of objects:
• ⊥, numbers and enumeration strings are interpreted as themselves.
• A concept instance I denotes an object in U.
• Attributes associated with a concept instance are denoted by relations between the object associated
to the instance and the denotation of the value (or set of values) associated with the attribute.
• A concept class is the set that consists of the objects denoted by their instances and the union of the
sets associated with their direct subclasses.
CONCEL definitions are useful to describe terminologies in an object - oriented style. These
terminologies constitute the basic vocabulary shared by different knowledge bodies. These conceptual
9RFDEXODU\ → {&RQFHSWFODVV | &RQFHSWLQVWDQFH}+
&RQFHSWFODVV →
    CONCEPT FODVV-FRQFHSWLG IS A [ FODVVFRQFHSWLG | CONCEPT] '.'
  [ ATTRIBUTES:
&ODVVDWWULEXWHGHILQLWLRQ {',' &ODVVDWWULEXWHGHILQLWLRQ} '.' ]
&RQFHSWLQVWDQFH →
    CONCEPT LQVWDQFHFRQFHSWLG INSTANCE OF FODVVFRQFHSWLG '.'
  [ ATTRIBUTES:
,QVWDQFHDWWULEXWHGHILQLWLRQ {',' ,QVWDQFHDWWULEXWHGHILQLWLRQ} '.' ]
CODVVDWWULEXWHGHILQLWLRQ→ DWWULEXWHQDPH: $WWULEXWHGRPDLQ [ '=' 9DOXH ]
,QVWDQFHDWWULEXWHGHILQLWLRQ→DWWULEXWHQDPH '=' YDOXH
$WWULEXWHGRPDLQ → ANY | BOOLEAN | NUMERIC | '[' QXPEHU, QXPEHU ']'  |
                                  INSTANCE OF FRQFHSWLG | (QXPHUDWLRQ
(QXPHUDWLRQ →  '{' HQXPVWULQJ{',' HQXPVWULQJ}+ '}'
9DOXH → 6LQJOHYDOXH | &RPSRXQGYDOXH
6LQJOHYDOXH→ HQXPVWULQJ | QXPEHU | '[' QXPEHU, QXPEHU ']'  | LQVWDQFHFRQFHSWLG
&RPSRXQGYDOXH→ '(' [ 6LQJOHYDOXH {, 6LQJOHYDOXH }+ ] ')'
vocabularies can be associated with the primary areas in a knowledge model structured according to the
KSM approach. Then, suitable primitives of representation must be associated with these primary areas to
formalise their knowledge. Primitives of representation are supposed to LPSRUW the conceptual
vocabularies associated to the primary knowledge areas. The next section formally states such
WHUPLQRORJLFDOLPSRUWDWLRQ.
Figure 4. A simplified CONCEL description about traffic. A 
      is a transversal cut in a road.
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  is one that can be used to control
the traffic behaviour. Control devices can be in a given    	   
 . A kind of       
	  
  is a ramp
semaphore, which can be used to control the access of cars to an entry point in a highway.
5. Terminological importation
The basic abstract vocabulary postulated by the primitive is given by its abstract terminology. Such a
vocabulary can be represented in CONCEL terms. The knowledge acquisition and validation module of
the primitive is supposed to provide such abstract conceptual vocabulary, and to accept an DVVRFLDWLRQof
the abstract conceptual vocabulary to a specific one: it is, the primitive representation is supposed to
LPSRUW a concrete conceptual vocabulary. Such importation activity is intended as the definition of
abstract instances from the instances in a concrete terminology, and will be named WHUPLQRORJLFDO
LPSRUWDWLRQ.
Informally, a terminological importation partially SRSXODWHV an abstract terminology with instances taken
from concrete one. This population activity supposes to define, for each imported instance, how their
attributes holds in the abstract terminology and the meaning of the concrete values in terms of the abstract
ones. For this purpose it is sufficient to specify the meaning of the enumerate concrete values in the
abstract vocabulary.  For instance, Figure 6 shows how the abstract terminology associated to the UXOH
EDVHG primitive (Figure 5) can be populated importing concepts from the concrete traffic terminology
CONCEPT Road IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Sections: INSTANCE OF Section = ( ),
   Possible situations: INSTANCE OF Traffic Situation = ( ),
   Control devices: INSTANCE OF Control devices = ( ).
CONCEPT Section IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Previous Sections: INSTANCE OF Section = ( ),
   Next Sections: INSTANCE OF Section = ( ),
   Traffic Detector: INSTANCE OF Detector.
CONCEPT Detector IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Intensity Measure: NUMERIC,
   Occupancy Measure: NUMERIC.
CONCEPT Speed Detector IS A Detector.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Speed Measure: NUMERIC.
CONCEPT Traffic Situation IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Presence: {null, medium, high}.
CONCEPT Control Device IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   State: ANY.
CONCEPT Ramp Semaphore IS A Control Device.
ATTRIBUTES:
    State: {close, medium, open}.
given in the Figure 4.  It is stated that the detector instances could be precondition concepts, and the
traffic situation could be postcondition concepts.  In addition, the measure attributes associated with the
detectors can be used as attributes in the preconditions of the rules, and the presence of a traffic situation
can be used as attribute in a rule postcondition. This idea can be stated formally as follows:
A WHUPLQRORJLFDOLPSRUWDWLRQ from a (concrete) terminology D to an (abstract) terminology A is a tuple
Φ ≡ <σ,φ ,ϕ > where:
• σ is a partial function from concepts in D to classes in A.
• ϕ is a partial function from values in  enumerations of D  to values in enumerations of A.
• φ is a partial function from attributes in D to attributes in A, such as, if φ(D) is defined: (1) if D is
associated with Fφ(D) is associated with σ(F), and (2) the domain of φ(D) entails the domain of D
transformed by ϕ.
Figure 5. The abstract terminology associated to the   
 	 
   primitive of representation. Rules
are built from concepts with attributes. There are concepts associated to rule preconditions and
concepts associated to rule post-conditions.
Figure 6.  Specification of a terminological importation from the traffic terminology to the   

 	  

 primitive of representation terminology. The concepts in the rule precondition may be
detectors, and the allowed attributes those associated to the detector measures. The post-
conditions may be qualified traffic situations.
In this way, the terminological importation could be thought as augmenting the abstract terminology with
new definitions derived from the concrete one. In this way, the application of the importation sketched in
Figure 6 could generate a new terminology with 'HWHFWRU defined as a subclass of 3UHFRQGLWLRQ&RQFHSW
and 7UDIILF6LWXDWLRQas a subclass of 3RVWFRQGLWLRQ&RQFHSW. However the operation provides additional
second – order information about the attributes (recorded in the φ partial function), because, for instance,
the attribute 3UHVHQFH of 7UDIILF 6LWXDWLRQ is associated with the attribute $WWULEXWH of 3RVWFRQGLWLRQ
&RQFHSW. These second order dependencies can not directly be described in CONCEL.
The importation of a set of conceptual vocabularies for a given primitive supposes to establish a
terminological importation from the terminology given by the union of the different conceptual
vocabularies1 to the abstract terminology associated with the primitive. The information given by the
importation can be used for the acquisition and validation module in order to check the correctness of the
acquired knowledge. For example, the validation procedures in the UXOH EDVHG primitive would be
supposed to reject a rule deriving the measure in a detector. Similarly, the measures associated with the
elements in the preconditions would be compatible with the numerical domain. In addition, this
information can be used for the inference methods in order to check their applicability in terms of the
                                                          
1
 The conflicts between names in the vocabularies are solved using as scope the name of the vocabulary.
CONCEPT Rule Concept IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Attribute: ANY.
CONCEPT Precondition Concept IS A Rule Concept.
CONCEPT Postcondition Concept IS A Rule Concept.
Detector MAYBE A Precondition Concept.
Detector.Intensity Measure MAYBE A Precondition Concept.Attribute.
Detector.Occupancy Measure MAYBE A Precondition Concept.Attribute.
Speed Detector.Speed Measure MAYBE A Precondition Concept.Attribute.
Traffic Situation MAYBE A Postcondition Concept.
Traffic Situation.Presence MAYBE A Postcondition Concept.Attribute
underlying ontological assumptions about the inputs roles of the associated tasks. For instance, the
inference methods could be presuming that the LQLWLDOIDFWV role is containing those facts about elements in
the preconditions of the rules and, at the same time, not present in the post-conditions. It is possible to
build the primitive of representation to make this type of assumptions ZLWKLQGHSHQGHQFHRI the concrete
importation: the validation procedures only assume that such a importation would be carried out ZKHQWKH
SULPLWLYH ZLOO EH DGDSWHG WR D JLYHQ GRPDLQ. Domain - independent knowledge representation
components, which exploit domain dependent terminologies to contraint the classes of knowledge that
can be described in their representation formalisms, can be written using this idea. Furthermore, different
components can share the same vocabulary using the importation mechanism. This is a necessary
condition to ensure the interoperability between such components. On the other hand, this mechanism can
be efficiently implemented: it only needs an array linking abstract definitions with concrete ones. Next
section presents the LINK – S language that operationalise the idea in the KSM environment.
6. The LINK – S language for associating primitives of representation to
primary knowledge areas
The association of a primitive of representation to a primary knowledge area requires the following steps:
• To specify how the primitive of representation can import the conceptual vocabularies associated
with the primary area. This specification supposes to specify a terminological importation from the
concrete terminology associated with the union of these conceptual vocabularies to the abstract
terminology related to the primitive of representation.
• To specify how the tasks associated to the primary area are carried out in terms of the tasks
associated to the primitive of representation. The hypothesis here is that each task in the area can be
performed by a task in the primitive. This hypothesis is reasonable because if the task had needed the
assembling of several tasks, the primary area would not be a primary area anymore. In such a case
the assembling process could be carried out writing a suitable LINK method describing as the task
could be carried out.
• Once a task in the primitive is associated with the knowledge area, to specify which method would be
selected to carry out such a task.
These steps are covered specifying the needed PHWDNQRZOHGJH in a language called LINK– S.  LINK- S is
similar to LINK in the sense that it offers the needed JOXH to put several elements together. The main
difference is that, while LINK allows the specification of control policies by mean of  production rules,
LINK-S is oriented to specify only static associations between knowledge categories.
LINK – S gives support for describing two different kinds of associations:
• Association of  tasks in the primitive of representation to tasks in the primary areas.
• Association of concepts in the conceptual vocabularies to the abstract terminology provided by the
primitive of representation.
The association of tasks is performed specifying GDWD IORZ H[SUHVVLRQV from the inputs of the primary
area’s task to the inputs of the primitive’s task, and expressions transforming the outputs of the
primitive’s task to the output roles of the primary area. These data flow expressions are analogous to
those used in the LINK language (flow concatenation, flow selection, flow labelling, complex flow
construction, etc) and are discussed with detail in [Molina et al, 98a]. The importation of concepts from
the conceptual vocabularies are given by PD\EH sentences analogous to those used in the Figure 6. In
order to solve potential ambiguities a GRW operator, which specify the qualification of concept names with
vocabulary names, attribute names with concept names and enumeration items with attribute names, is
used. LINK – S syntax is specified in Figure 7.
The YRFDEXODU\ LPSRUWDWLRQ section in a LINK – S specification serves, in this way, to describe the
terminological importation from concrete terminologies. The σ,φ,ϕ partial functions associated with the
importation are amalgamated in a set of PD\EHclauses describing the entries of these functions. Next
section develops a complete example showing as LINK – S is used in order to associate primitives of
representation to primary areas.
Figure 7.  LINK - S syntax. This language serves for specifying both associations from tasks in
the primitive to tasks in the primary area and the specification of terminological importations
from conceptual vocabularies to the abstract terminology of the primitive of representation.
7. Example
This section describes an example about the use of KSM to develop an application with reusable
knowledge representation components that are adapted by mean of terminological importation. The
problem to be solved is the construction of a system for detecting and monitoring anomalous situations in
a traffic domain.  The proposed system will be a simplified variant of the TRyS system that are been used
for traffic control in several Spanish cities [Cuena et al,96]. The emphasis of the example is focused on
the primitives of representation adaptation process.
Figure 8 shows a generic model formulated in terms of the knowledge area approach for traffic control.
According to it the traffic control problem is formulated on different local areas in order to reduce
complexity. In each area a local control proposal is generated by applying the following (shallow)
decision procedure:
• Identifying the traffic situation in the area. The knowledge to do it is represented by the LGHQWLILFDWLRQ
primary knowledge area in the model.
• Mapping the situation to a suitable control plan in terms of the control device states in the area. The
knowledge to do it is represented by the FRQWUROSURSRVDOV primary knowledge area.
Once local proposals has been submitted a FRQIOLFW UHVROXWLRQ knowledge is applied that is oriented to
solve the possible contradictions between these proposals. Contradictions arise because maybe two
different proposals try to set two different states over a control device (SK\VLFDO LQFRPSDWLELOLWLHV, or
there is a nonsense assignation of control states to two different control devices (ORJLFDO
LQFRPSDWLELOLWLHV).  Figure 9 shows the functional view of this model in terms of the tasks associated to
each knowledge area.
Once such a model is formulated the common terminology associated with the different primary areas
must be described in terms of one (or several) JHQHULF conceptual vocabularies. Such vocabularies are
CONCEL vocabularies describing the concept classes shared by the different knowledge areas. In this
case the CONCEL description shown in the Figure 4 can be used as a generic vocabulary to be associated
with each primary knowledge area.
$VVRFLDWLRQ  →
   PRIMITIVE SULPLWLYHQDPH ‘.’
[7HUPLQRORJLFDODVVRFLDWLRQ]
7DVNDVVRFLDWLRQ
7HUPLQRORJLFDODVVRFLDWLRQ → VOCABULARY IMPORTATION {,PSRUWDWLRQ}
,PSRUWDWLRQ → 4XDOLILHG1DPH MAYBE A 4XDOLILHG1DPH ‘.’
4XDOLILHG1DPH→  QDPH {‘.’ QDPH}
7DVNDVVRFLDWLRQ → TASK ASSOCIATIONS {7DVNDVVRFLDWLRQ}+
7DVNDVVRFLDWLRQ →
      SULPDU\DUHDWDVN PERFORMED BY SULPLWLYHWDVN ‘(‘ LQIHUHQFHPHWKRG‘)’
     [  INPUT  5ROHDVVRFLDWLRQ {, 5ROHDVVRFLDWLRQ}]
     [ OUTPUT  5ROHDVVRFLDWLRQ{,5ROHDVVRFLDWLRQ}] ‘.’
5ROHDVVRFLDWLRQ → GDWDIORZH[SUHVVLRQ‘->’  UROH
.Figure 8.  A KSM generic knowledge model for traffic
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Figure 9.  Functional model associated with the knowledge
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The third step in the system development is to select appropriate representation primitives to be
associated to each primary area. In this case it is assumed that the UXOHEDVHG primitive is a suitable one
both for the representation of the LGHQWLILFDWLRQ knowledge area and for the FRQIOLFWUHVROXWLRQ one. The
abstract terminology associated to this primitive of representation has been already described in the
Figure 5. For the representation of the FRQWURO SURSRVDO knowledge a IUDPH EDVHG primitive of
representation is considered a good choice in order to map traffic situations to control states in the device.
The abstract terminology managed by this primitive of representation is described in Figure 10. The
subdivision between TXHU\VORWV and GHGXFHGVORWV is an ontological commitment, because the only task of
this primitive, PDWFKLQJ, accepts as input role a set of TXHU\ VORWV and gives as output roles a set of
GHGXFHGVORWV. There is a single PDWFK inference method associated with this task.
CONCEPT Frame IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Parent: INSTANCE OF Frame,
   Query Slots: INSTANCE OF Query Slot,
   Deduced Slots: INSTANCE OF Deduced Slot.
CONCEPT Slot IS A Concept.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Slot Attribute: ANY.
CONCEPT Query Slot IS A Slot.
CONCEPT Deduced Slot IS A Slot.
Figure 11.  Association of the 
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terminological importation is analogous to that shown in Figure 6. The 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knowledge area. In
this case the terminological importation specify that the allowed concepts in the rules are those
associated with states of the control devices. The 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forward 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   primitive of representation.
Once suitable primitives of representation, which are accomplishing the knowledge needs of each primary
knowledge area, has been selected, they must be adapted to fit with these knowledge areas. This
adaptation is performed by writing suitable LINK – S definitions for each primitive and primary area.
Figure 11 shows the LINK – S definition binding the UXOH EDVHG primitive of representation with the
LGHQWLILFDWLRQknowledge area.  Figure 12 shows the LINK – S definition that makes possible the same
reusable knowledge representation component to be use for another different purpose (to formalise
knowledge about conflict resolution in traffic control proposals). Finally, Figure 13 shows the LINK - S
definition that adapts the IUDPHEDVHG primitive for representing the local proposals associated with traffic
control devices. The terminological importation associated with the IUDPH EDVHG primitive of
representation doesn’t included any extension associated to IUDPH (i.e, σ-1(IUDPH) = ⊥). The effects of a
partial inverse of the functions associated within a terminological mapping must be defined with each
primitive validation component. In this case it seems reasonable to think that the primitive is supposed to
assume that no terminological constraints are imposed with respect to the names of the frames.
PRIMITIVE rules.
VOCABULARY IMPORTATION
Detector MAYBE A Precondition Concept.
Detector.Intensity Measure MAYBE A Precondition Concept.Attribute.
Detector.Occupancy Measure MAYBE A Precondition Concept.Attribute.
Speed Detector.Speed Measure MAYBE A Precondition Concept.Attribute.
Traffic Situation MAYBE A Postcondition Concept.
Traffic Situation.Presence MAYBE A Postcondition Concept.Attribute.
TASK ASSOCIATIONS
Situation Identification PERFORMED BY deduction(backward chaining)
INPUT Traffic state -> Initial facts,
      <Traffic Situation.Presence> -> Goals
OUTPUT Derived facts -> Traffic Situation.
PRIMITIVE rules.
VOCABULARY IMPORTATION
Control Device MAYBE A Rule Concept.
Control Device.State MAYBE A Rule Concept.Attribute.
TASK ASSOCIATIONS
Conflict resolution PERFORMED BY deduction(forward chaining)
INPUT Control proposals -> Initial facts,
      <Control Device.State> -> Goals
OUTPUT Derived facts -> Fixes.
Figure 13. Association of the 
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The query slots can be traffic situations, and the deductions are states of the control devices. The
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 task is carried out by match the traffic situation against the frame base.
Figure 14.  Specialisation of the generic model in Figure  8 in the city of Madrid. Four different
local areas are identified. Each local area has assigned its local traffic management knowledge.
In this point the generic model can be specialised to meet the special needs of a given problem instance. It
is performed instantiating the WUDIILFPDQDJHPHQW knowledge area over a given city and duplicating each
ORFDOPDQDJHPHQW knowledge area to cover the different control zones of this city. For each basic area the
generic traffic terminology of Figure 4 is specialised in terms of the so – called GRPDLQ FRQFHSWXDO
YRFDEXODULHV. Furthermore, the different domain vocabularies related to each area would be also
associated to the FRQIOLFWUHVROXWLRQ knowledge. Figure 14 shows the knowledge area topology associated
to a hypothetical instantiation of the model in Madrid. Figure 15 shows a fragment of a domain
terminological specification associated with an area. In this situation, the specific knowledge associated
with the case can be acquired by using the acquisition facilities of each primitive. These acquisition
facilities will be VHQVLEOH to the terminological importation performed at the generic level. When the case
knowledge has been formalised, the system is right to be used.
PRIMITIVE frames.
VOCABULARY IMPORTATION
Traffic situation MAYBE A Query Slot.
Traffic situation.presence MAYBE A Query Slot.Slot Attribute.
Control device MAYBE A Deduced Slot.
Control device.state MAYBE A Deduced Slot.Slot Attribute.
TASK ASSOCIATIONS
Proposal Generation PERFORMED BY matching(match)
INPUT Traffic situation -> query slots,
OUTPUT Deduced slots -> Proposal.
Figure 15.  Specific traffic terminology in the highway M30 located in the city of Madrid.
8. Related work
The idea of terminological importation can be related to the more general framework of RQWRORJLFDO
PDSSLQJV [Park et al, 98]. These mappings are used in different knowledge modelling frameworks to
relate ontologies formulated to different levels [Wielinga et al, 92; Puerta et al, 92; Motta, 97].   In
particular, the idea of ontological mappings is used in modelling languages as OCML [Motta, 98], KARL
[Fensel, 95] or ML2 [van Harmelen,Balder,92], or in environments such as PROTEGE-II [Gennari et al,
94]. The main difference between terminological importation and the mappings used in these knowledge
– modelling approaches is that terminological importation is partial in nature. Knowledge in primitives of
representation is not derived as a refinement of CONCEL definitions. Indeed, CONCEL can describe
only terminological knowledge. So, terminological importation can be seen as a very restricted kind of
ontological mapping, yet enough powerful to specify a concretion of the abstract terminologies associated
to primitives of representation in terms of domain terminologies.  This approach conceives the
terminological importation as an LQVWDQWLDWLRQ of an abstract terminology, or as a SRSXODWLRQ of the
abstract terminology with a set of domain concepts. In addition, the simplicity of the terminological
importation drives to simple and efficient implementations, which is of crucial importance in the final
implementations of knowledge – based systems.
9. Conclusions and future work
This paper illustrates the use of terminological importation as a suitable approach to adapt reusable
knowledge representation components to specific domains. By specifying those domain concepts which
can fill a given linguistic category in a representation formalism domain - sensible copies of a given
domain independent component can be obtained. This is a necessary condition to maximise the usability
of a reusable, domain - independent knowledge representation components. To reuse a component across
different domains, the domain - dependent ontological commitments would be excluded from the
structure of the component. However, this fact drives to an undesired generality in the class of sentences
that can be described in the representation formalism provided by the component. This generality can be
reduced with a mechanism to import concepts from the specific domain to the terminology of the
component. The mechanism, for instance, produces a component specialised in the description of rules for
detecting traffic situations from a generic rule based component, or a component to describe suitable
signal plans for traffic devices from a frame based one. These adapted components are more usable than
their generic counterparts, because the knowledge acquisition facilities are sensible to this terminological
importation. In addition, the use of terminological importation fixes necessary conditions in order to
ensure component interoperability: it is difficult to ensure the interoperability of components if these
disagree in the basic common vocabulary.  This agreement can be reached by importing concepts from
shared conceptual vocabularies.
Some considerations related with the introduced adaptation scheme require additional future work. An
important matter is how to cope with heterogeneous local explanations provided by inference methods in
a domain - oriented way, and how combine them in order to elaborate a global explanation of the results
CONCEPT M30_IN_PK200 INSTANCE OF SECTION.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Next Sections = M30_IN_PK600,
   Traffic Detector = DIN200.
CONCEPT M30_IN_PK600 INSTANCE OF SECTION.
ATTRIBUTES:
   Previous Sections = M30_IN_PK200.
   Next Sections: INSTANCE OF Section = M30_IN_PK800,
   Traffic Detector: DIN600.
....
CONCEPT DIN200 INSTANCE OF Speed Detector.
CONCEPT DIN600 INSTANCE OF Detector.
      ....
obtained in the execution of the operational model. The use of abstract states associated to the problem
solving methods (which can be described in terms of the local abstract terminologies) seems to be a useful
approach to be explored. A more in - depth external characterisation of the components (description of the
structure of input and output task roles in terms of the abstract terminology, description of the services
provided by the knowledge acquisition module, etc) together with a more flexible interoperability theory
between components would be also provided. Currently this interoperability is achieved by assembling
components by means of the LINK language. However more flexible assembling policies could be
studied, such as the use of control components to assembly other components. The abstract terminology
of such components would be formulated in terms of the services provided by the potential components to
be assembled. This mechanisms would drive to reusable control knowledge representation components
that could be adapted by mean of an LPSRUWDWLRQRIVHUYLFHV in order to operate in concrete knowledge -
based architectures.
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